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Az reported in hut Dereniber's 
Esquire, the Warren C1101111111i0117 

cruetal Single-Bullet Theory (hereafter. 
slit .52.T.) seemed to he in real trouble, 
This theory pOlit.1 that President Rh.,. 
nedy and Governor Connally both 
were Bra hit by the ram bullet—a 
crucial assumption because the Can-
minion esualtehed rhos there mu not 
enough mga lot the murder rifle so be 
fired iwWe within the Marva that heals 
men were fine kit 11.8 seconds or leak 
In short, either the 5.141_ stands, or a 
Two-Aamin Theory emerges. 

Trouble Bra developed for the 521. 
with the publication of previously 
ela.villed F.B.I. reports in Edward lay 
Eperein's inquest, which flatly contra-
dicted the Commission's autopsy snot. 
mem that the lira bullet parsed clean 
through President Kennedy end exited 
ha Throat, rho FBI. reports Method 
stated that the autopsy showed the 
the bullet in quertion did nos exit from 
the ?midair's throat, a fact which 
would make it impossible for this Ind-
lief re) continue 011 to hit Governor 
Connally and that would rule ma she 
5 B.T. Nees, Life marazine 'W.V.'S 
as elIMI amateur film of the masa 

l

iunion frame by frame, and, an the 
bask of this new evidence, concluded 
that Connally and Kennedy may in. 
deed have been kit by separate bullet,. 
Governor Connelly also viewed the 
Life alm frame by frame and gated 
categorically MO( he war Ait by a stpa-
1171f bullet. The moo unkind rat of all 
cam when Governor Connally called 
it press conference for she rams, pio. 
pore of defending the Conwrilnion, 
then inadvertently mentioned that he 

n ill had a fragment of the huller in 
Ms thigh. Aka, that fart stone would 
tervalidate the S.B.T. became the bul-
let that is supposed so hose wounded 
bath mem was found virtually macs_ 
Finally. Senator Richard Russell, mem. 
bee of she Commission who Maw claims 
the dubious distinction of having been 
the only member "who Nicked the Re-
port." stated that "from the MUM"  hr 
nev really believed In the S.B.T.
Then

er 
  Commissions Hale Role,  10/- 

lowed suit daring a Foe. the Nation 
interview by exprasing his one doubts 
about the loitering 5.11.T. Rol even as 
Commission members begun deserting 
the sinking 5.B.T.. a nionber of last. 
ditch theories were proposed by the 
defenders of the Commission. 

1. THE SECOND-THOUGHT 
AUTOPSY REPORT 

Propowegtx Arlen Specter and other 
Commission lawyer, 
Ueda: Arlen Specter, a key inuetti. 
gmtar for the Commission and princi-
pal author of the S.B T.. has attempted 
to Captain Inc COntractiCtion between 
the 1.3.1.SumnarRe:ort iand he co.„„,.,,au.m,p.nnw;

os 

 

of Iwo different autopsy conclusions. 
In the one and only autopsy clamp 
nation conducted on the night of the 
nesessination Al Bethesda Elamite], the 
doctors arrived at the -tentative-  con. 
elusion that the bullet which uruck 
President Kennedy in the hack pent. 
fisted only n short distance, then fell 
out through the point of entrance 
when the Dallas doctors applied et-
lemal heart massage. The next day. 

however. the eutorny doctors found 
out about the throat wound (which 
was obscured by the tracheotomy op-
eration) and changed their conclusion. 
nun, deciding that the bulk., went com-
pletely through the neck. This con-
clusion was reached without benefit of 
having the comae befom them (or 
the autopsy and X-ray photographs/. 
Then. according to Specter's theory. 
Commander Hume' incinerated his 
original autopsy report so his recrea-
tion-room fireplace, and chew up a new 
autopsy report sienna that the bullet 
exited the Presitknt's throat. The F B 
was not shown the new report and re-
iletaied the old conclusion in their 
summary reports. 
Drovharlu Specter. theory contradicts 
The Warren Report's description of 
the autopsy, which he himself wrote in 
1964. In The Warren Report (pp. 9g-
091, Specter states that, during the 
autopsy, dooms rejected the postai. 
W ily that the bullet penetrated only o 
short distance, and that the evidence 
from Dallas of a throat wound "con-
firmed" this conclusinn. Thus, whereas 
The Warren Retort states that there 
was one and only one conclusion of the 
autopsy reached during the examina-
tion. the •ulopny conclusion was 
changed (not confirmed) the next may 
by evidence from Dallas. and thin 
them were two autopsy conclusions. 
The question remains-. Which one of 
these conflicting statements is true? 

2. THE HOOVER-HEGELIAN 
THEORY 

Proponent, 3. Edgar Hoover. 
Thaie Although the F B.f. Supple. 
nuttier).  Report of January 13. 1964, 
dates that the bullet that struck Prat. 
dent Kennedy in the back penetrated 
"to • distance of less than a finger 
length.-  and the Commission's autopsy 
report slates that this same bullet 
passed clean through the neck and 
exited the throat, d. Edgar Hoover finds 
Thal Mere is no "conflict" between the 
two statements of the autopsy. only • 
-difference in the information re-
ported." Hoover further claims that the 
F.A.I. of course kne• that the bullet 
passed clean through the President's 
neck at the same time that they re 
ported the bullet penetrated only I 
finger's length into his back Since they 
also Yew. Unit the Commission knew 
the true contents of the autopsy report, 
there was no reason. Hoover insists. to 
make 4 tithe statement of the autopsy 
results. Moreover he dialectically ex. 
plains that although the F.B.I. report 
flatly stated that the bullet did not pass 
through the President's body. the F.B.I. 
Itself helpfully pointed to weaknesses 
in sts own theory by stating that there 
was a hole in the President's shirt 
caused by an exiling projectile. 
Drawback: Thesis plus antithesis 
doesn't equal 1. Edgar Hoover's syn-
thesis. Aside from the fact that the 
F.B.I. Supplementary Reports were 
prepared initially for public release 
and not for the Warren Commission. 
a major problem in Hoover's explana-
tion is that the F B.1 told The Wash-
ington Poo on December II. 1967. 
that the hole in the shin was caused 
by a fragment from the third shot 
which exploded against the President's 
head (not from the first shot ). There- 

A SECOND 
PRIMER OF 
ASSASSINATION 
THEORIES 
Last December we thought 
we had offered you the complete works 
of the assassination buffs. 
The opus grows: 
here are twenty-five new entries 
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fore. the F.B.I. teport of the shirt hole 
does not "clearly' indicate that the 
autopsy doctora' Carly obecrvalinn 
'that the huller penetrated only • than 
distance into the Prmident's beck 
probably Wag In error.-  as Hoover 
(.osollidest 

3. VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE 

THEORY 
Proponent Lawrence Schiller. a pho-
toerapher end producer of Capitol 
Berardi. album. The Controversy. on 
the laasssunsition. 
Thesis A number of critics assume that 

ishwa came from the knoll lady& a 

number of minim= state they sew 
smoke mining from the knoll ARC 
The moo celebrated puff-of-smoke 
wire.= is Si M. Holland- Schiller 
brought Holland back lo the exact spot 

;Coss.val Wow IA0 

rJL 

S. M. Holland shown tin ate ovrrears 
were he stood November 22, Obit 
sew awoke ender the free discs. 
ishovr Fire right rhumb. 

where he said he was standing. placed 
a camera level with his shoulder, 
tuned it at the root where Holland 
said he sow she puff of smoke, and 
mapped a photograph_ The photograph 
shows that directly behind and alightly 
higher then the spot where Holland 
claims the smoke rune from it the 
dad-floor window of the True School 
Boot Depository. Thee Schaller cog-
ged& "Maybe both Holland and the 
Warren Commission are right, the 
thou came from the Boot Depository 
but from liollend'a perspective the 
Lemke end the report of a sun ap. 
peered to row room the 

Drawbacks Holland, whew depth per-
caption is ;unmet, was just possibly 
able to distineuish the knoll. 180 feet 
nosey. from the Book Depository. 
which was 120 feet beyond that. Also. 
Schiller'. analysis is &arrayed corn. 
pletehr in view of the tact that wit-
nesses at other points also thought the 
thole came from the knoll: the police-
Mtn who ran up it..Ahrsham Zaemder. 
end others. 

4. THE NOBLE LIE THEORY 
Propenente Drew Pearson, Henri Nan. 
nee (editor of Drr Swot, and iamb 
Cohen former instructor at Brandeis 
mummer school and mother of firmest 
✓erdict 1. 
Theater Drew Pearson qualm Dee 
Stern's eaplanatioo that the original 
autopsy report was ,oppressed "on 
the ground, that President Kennedy 
was seeress from Addium's disease 
and 'Ilia fared, did not want it known.' 

Why' Because "politically Kennedy's 
illness could become dangerous_ Addi-
son't illness—it sounds sinister." Thou. 
according to this theory. the Ken-
nedy,- withheld the autopsy report sod 
"hid the X-rays, even from the War- 
ren 	 " And ellus would 
also explain the lack of a date an the 
Worsen Commission autopsy report" 
which was changed "so that it can. 
Coined no mention of the President's 
illness," as well as why the automy 
surgeon burned the original autopsy 
report ("mile mu hundreds of pro-
plc would have been faced with lying 
order oeth, which would have been 
deplorahlen. 
Dr...bark:The face that Kennedy had 
Addisoris disease was in The Warren 
Report tan well to in Sorensen'a biog-
raphy of Kennedy), to why delete it 
from the autopsy report:.  And the 
Cortonisaion film show that Attorney 
General Robert Kennedy explicitly 
gave his approval to the Commission 

to kook ar the autopsy photographs 
and K.mys. 

5. MANCHESTER THEORY 
Propene:Mt William Mandan-ter_ 
Thaler In his sometime euthorized ac-
count, author Manchester recognizes 
that there wan hardly enough time for 
Oswald to have fired three shout He 
therefore poopmea that Only two Malt 
were fired' the fast hitting Kennedy in 
the back and then going on to cause 
all of Connally', wounds, the second 
inflicting Kennedy's Intel head wound-  
According to !hie theory, Oswald left 
an extra eartndge use al the scone 
[from the  Walker shooting?) and the 
some hundred witnessua who thought 
they heard three or more slams eeu. 
ally heard only two and echoes. 
Drawback, More than a hundred wit• 
mud heard more than two shots, snot 

number of witnesses slim that they 
SOW a bullet miss •nd hit the pave-
ment. Finally, am roan, lames Tame. 
watt wounded by • fragment from a 

bullet As he was standing 260 feet 
Irons the President'a car at the time of 
the head shot it doe not semis likely 
that he was wounded by • fragment 
from that bullet. 

Gaining wobbly support from the 
',receding sources, the S.B.T. mu hue 
stiff competition from most of Ad,   fay- 
towing theories .  

O. CONNALLY'S SMALL-

DETAIL THEORY 
Petvoo.on. rot, 13. Connolly, Gover-
nor of Texas. 
Tbmic Immediately after  be  tingle-
handedly demolished the S.E.T. in 

cr.asny a nationwide outcry to 
reopen investigation. Connally called 

• press conference in Teem. He said 
that although he was not hit by the 
same bullet which bit Kennedy, it wax 
only s smell "detail," and be advised 
everyone to have faith in the Warren 
Commission because they were all 
patriotic men. 
Drawback: None_ 

7. RUSSELL LONG THEORY 
['mermen!, Senator Russell Lang. 
Theaku The whole controversy over 
the KEIT, was Mode In appear a bit 
irrelevant when Senator Long told the 

A.P.that he didn't doubt (Awaid 
played a pan in the assassination_ 
"But." he added. "whoever fired dust 
second shot was a better that than 
Oswald." 

9. SHOT-THROUGH-THE-

TREE THEORY 
Proponent: Alexander M. Bloke/. 
Thesis Professor Bicket. writing in 
Commentary, 0116 that although the 
S.B.T. is untenable. the singly-Me•ront 
theory can be mantled by constructing 
an farming hypothesis to explain the 
first two snots. The Commission con-
cluded That the fro Mot could not 
here came before the 210th frame 
(photo Al on the Zapnsder film he- 

muse before that point on Oak tree 
blocked the _mustn't fine of sight. 
Rieke/ hat found. however, that on 
frames 185.186 on the 7aproder film 
there was a "break" or window In the 
foliage al the tree (photo BI. Bickel 

mearals that Oswald might have 
fired through the Feltner at thin point. 
which would have left sufficient time 
to Operate the bolt and his again at 
frame 232 to wound Connelly, thee 
fire the feral heed $1101 At film Frame 
313. Accodling to this theory, the first 
bullet lodped in the Prealdent's beck 
and ens later expelled on his stretcher 
as Parkland Hospital in Dallas. dC-
eallollog foe its priattne condition_ The 

*WOO bullet wounded Connally and 
fragrnentired, accounting for the two 
fragment, found in the front seat al 
the Presidential limousine, and the final 
shot disintegrated when is crock the 
President's head, sending aminute 
!mermen ma through the throat and 
accounting for the throat wound. 
Drawbacle Although Professor Bick-
ers tbs.,/ fa ceruinly a ptnnilno alter-
native to The Warren Report, it still 
loves a few unsolved problem._ First. 
the *twin In the tree anon the AM= n 
a view of the car for nn mot then s 
tenth of a second. II sterna improbable 
shot a tillemon could aim, squeeze the 
trigger, and lire off on accurate shot in  

this brief interval. Second. !Ids theory 
mean, that the President W. hit in 
frame 186 but did not react until 

frame 22S—a Ova-second delayed re-
action Finally. the theory fails to an 
count for she shot that went many and 
hit a bystander (although coneeindily 
Omelet had time to fire a fourth shot. 
but then why were only three cartridge 
mace found?). 

9. THE STEROID THEORY 
Proponent: Elton Leopold, Cambridge, 
Massachusetta. 
Thesis President Kennedy may Indeed 
have had a two-second delayed reac-
tion to the first shot If he was on 
steroids.-  Not infrequently. Miss Leo-
pold points out. sufferers of Addison's 
disease are put on steroids because 

they tend to asthma., reactions of the 
adrenal glands. This theory lends un-
exPetled support to PrOfemor Bickers 
Shat-Through-The-Tree Theory and 
also to the Early-Hit Theory (which 
poets s shot before the tree, as re. 
ported in Esquire for December, 19661. 
Drawback: The Warren Commission, 
possibly for mutant pointed out by 
Drew Pearson, never determined 
whether or not Kennedy was on ster-
oids. Until this mambos is settled_ the 
Steroid Theory will be academic 

10. RIDDLE-NEWTON 

THEORY 
Proponent; R-A -I Riddle. member of 
the Brain Research institute and for-
mer professor of physics at Ll.C.LA. 
Thesis: Dr. Riddle finds t discrepancy 
between The Warren Report and New. 
ton's second law of motion—Ls that 
so abject struck by a profecifle will be 
wee the some direction at that of the 
projectile. Ilecaum the film of the 
usassmatmn anew, that the general 
direction of motion of Kennedy is 
backward and to the left Inc. Vincent 
Salandrilis "Heed Movement Theory.' 
Esquire, December, 19661 and because 
there is no evidence of a Intiden ageel-
oration of the car and on the assump-
tion that A neltrOrrnn.ltIltr reaction_ can 
be ruled out as the cause for President 
Kennedy's sudden violent backward 
motion, Dr. Riddle believes that the 
proiectOe most boon corm from in 

front of the President_ His compute. 
dons add weight to Vincent Salandriiii 
'Heed Movement Theory." 
Drawback: Are Newton's laws sound 
if they contradict the Warren Corn• 
mission? 

11. DOUBLE HEAD-SHOT 

THEORY 
Proponents,  Professor Josiah Thomp-
son, fr. end Ray Marcus, independently. \JIJ 
Thetaw the "third" shot. which caused 
Kennedy's fatal head wound, was ac-
tually two nearly simultaneous shots. 
one coming from the rear and another 
from the right front-  

This theory lakes Vincent Solon. 
&We "Head Moverrem Theory" and 
Riddle's cOrnpulhOOos one step further 
In a forthcoming book. Thompson 
moo oreeise actentifir itudies made of 
the 7apruder film frames end claw 
analysie of the medical evidence to 
thaw that the damage was Inflicted by 
Pan bullets, not one Also, he calm ear 
end eyewitness reports which hack tip 
his claim that the third shot was molly 
A third and a fourth. 

ESQUIRE: MAO 	WS 
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Enforcement of a window In ate Dal. 
Ter Building olleordly showing n man 
ern the fire agape (arrow) and a eon 
brocading from rho %inflow (circle). 
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12. MARK LANE'S FRENCH 
FIVE.SHOT THEORY 

Proponent Mark Lane. 
Medal In the French edition of his 
Rash to ludernenr, Lane first proposed 
a theory which was later appended to 
his poperback edition of Rush to ludo. 
menr. In he origmel French version 
bullet "one' strike, President Kennedy 
from the beck. Bullet "dour" stokes 
Kennedy in the throat. Bullet "frau' 
hits Governor Connally. Bullet 
"quota' Mitaa and wound, the by-
stander fames Taflie. And bullet "cool' 
fired from the greasy knoll him Ken. 
neity in the head. Singe one shot came 
from behind the President (bullet No 
I). one shoe came from in front of 
the President I bullet No 2)—he was 
facing straight ahead when Mr in the 
throat—and one shot (hulk) No. 31 
come from the right (the knoll), there 
must have teen at lead arms-  MM.- 
sins finng from different directions. 
Dv...beeIon If a build bit President 
Ketmedy from In front, as Lone sup. 
sesta, where did it ge There •re no 
dot wounds the could account for a 
bullet entering through the throes 
Then too, if the bullet entered the had 
from the rear, as the autopsy shown. it 
Could 301 have entered from the right 
front. as Lane claims. 

13. DAL-TE/ THEORY 
Proponent H1470111 Weisberg !Whirr-
woall series). 
flasks Some of the shoes may have 
come from the Dal.Tex Brideling across 
the street from the Ted. School Book 
Depository. In Whitened, N, p sequel 
to hi; find book. Weisberg enlarge. an 
A.P. photo of the motorcade (A and 

The Saturday Evening Pont's "ltuaol. 
Tighe from the Dal-Tex Rankine. 

El and claim to see -el man in seem-
ing distrust.-  on a fire escape I arrow 
on the side of the Dal-Tex Building 
and 'an arm-like object projecting from 
the open second-floor window" (circlet. 

This theory receives some corrobo-
retien from a photograph that appeared 
in The Soiarday Evening Pam on De- 
cember 14, 1963 	It purportedly 
showed the asansin's line of sight 
through the cross hairs of a telescopic 
len,. What the Poll did not notice is 
that the corner of the Teens School 
Book Depositor/ is visible in the right 
edge or the photo. Their photographer 
was shooting 1mm the Dal-Tea Build-
ing. not having been able to guin 
entrance Into the Depoeitory. And 
strangely enough. according to Weir 
berg, the established bullet trajectories 
still brie out. 

A tantalizing note odd, intrigue to 
the theory) a man was arrested in the 
ad-Tee Building shortly after the e,. 
sedination. allegedly for having no 
business being there. 

14. THE 24 FRAMES-PER-
SECOND THEORY 

Proposed: Harold Weisberg. 
Thesis: The Commistion's conclusion 
that all three shots were fired in 5.6 
seconds is based on the assumption 
that Abraham Zaproders camera was 
operating at a speed of 183 frames per 
second. The 103 frames that elapsed 
net-amen frame :10 Ube earliest point 
the Commission say. the first shot 
could have been Ater') and frame 313 
I the point at which the third shot 
stock Kennedy's head I. divided by the 
speed of the camera (113.3 frame, par 
second), yields the 3.6-seconds time 
that the assassin had to fim in, Weir 
berg has found. however. en F.B.I. re-
port in the National Archives in which 
Abe Zaproder claimed that ha camera 
was ad to Operate at twenty-four 
frames per second. not 16.3-This would 
mean that the entire assassination 
cured in kss than 4.3 seconds 1103 
frames divided by 2.4i. which is less 
time than the murder weapon could he 
fired twice. 
Drawback: The FELL established the 
film speed of the camera by filming 
the sweep second hand of a clock. and 
the camere's manufacturer recently 
Condoned that the camera speed wan 
less then a tenth of • frame per wooed 
run, the figure reported by the F.B.I. 

15. INDUCED CANCER 
THEORY 

Primonennt Jack Ruby. Mark Lane. 
Pcr, tones Jr.. Norman Muller. and 
an unidentified Russian misspend. 
Thesis: That lack Ruby's death was 
planned and brought about by mem. 
hers of a conspiracy whet. Prior 
business had been the murders of Presi-
dent Kennedy. Patrolman 1. D. Tlppit 
and. possibly. Lee Harvey Oswald. 

According to on Associated Press 
story by Bernard Garret (datelined 
Dallas. January 3, 19671. Ruby had 
expressed the belief 'het monismd gas 
bad been seeped Into his cell and that 
he was injected with cancer. 

The Deltas Tama Herold odd in 
an editorial that "the Communist 11121- 
Sian press" has accused the city of 
Della. of being " 'Co-Connpirators' 
who ... might have deliberately in- 

jetted cancer cells into the veins of 
Ruby." This theory might in turn item 
from such statements as the one uttered 
by Mark Lane after a screening of his 
movie. Rain to hidgmfelf. Before a 
celebrity-packed audience he mused. 
"Isn't it strange that RullyS sniffles 
went from a cold to pnenmonia to 
cancer in twenty-four hum." 

Ditto Penn Jones. whose andslna-
tion-connected death count it now at 
twenty /before Ruby: the motorcycle 
death of lames Worrell. who allegedly 
saw somebody tun out of the back 
door of the Tells School Bonk Deposi-
tory) Tones, of course. !Inds Ruby's 
death 'very suspicious" 

In a rambling. emotional obituary 
entitled A Regular' for rlir Rone.Nor. 
man Mader offers his awn interpreta. 
lion of Ruby's death and the tigniti-
ranee thereof. "Jack Ruby added a 
point to the general median mincer 
potential fee ca nCer by hugging the 
hope we could find one answer via 
Lee Harvey Oswald. In turn, us, Omit 
American Pure Breed Public. in for 
feed. gave him his cans hack. Ffe died 
of cancer this morning, told us the way.  
We do not know the core. but son. 
now we know the way. We know how 
to pre cancer now...." 

Proponent. Mrs. Eric Walther. 
Thdite A few weeks after the assas-
sination. Mr.. Walther stated in an 
F.B.I. report that she ssw a rifleman 
in one window of the Tema School 
Book Depository. and next to the man 
with the rifle wee another man in a 
brown suit costs Mrs. Wahher was tow 
able to see whether or not the second 
man had • rifle. A second rifleman of 
course would explain how Governor 
Connally and President Kennedy both 
were hit less than two seconds apart 
The Commission never evaluated Mrs.  
Walther's statement. 
Drawback: The window nest to Ch. 
wed's was closed during the assassi-
nation. 
Relent The second man may only 
have been a lookout_ 

1T. DOCTORED PHOTO- 
GRAPH THEORY 

Tropmemsa Mark Lane Herold Weir 
berg, David Litton. et al. 
Thant The photographs showing Or 
wald with the Kennedy and Tippe 
murder weaponsare clever neut..% 
of Oswald's heed on another man's 
fatly. 

When the flailas police found the 
two photographs they were amain 
they had positive evidence linking Os-
weld with the weapons. Life magazine 
ran one of the pictures on its cover.  
Nerowtrek and The New York Time, 

3110 printed the picture. 
Confusion reigned shortly. Careful 

observer, had noticed that all three 
publications had retouched the rifia 
and the pistol, but each did it in dif-
ferent ways. Their editors were forced 
10 write humiliating letters to Ilse War-
ren Commission admitting their alter-
ation, but in ensence none had falsified 
the photographs Those accusations 
were to come Inter. 

Mark Lane and Hem!! Weisberg 
noticed that the shadow under Os- 

wold's nag, seemed to he ineOnsisient 
with the other shadows in the picture. 
Both the F.B.I. and the Dallas police 
mallet to prove such a photograph 

possible. but only succeeding in 
adding a touch of Dogberry humor 
The Dallas pots,cy shot a picture of a 
plainclothesman on the scene. but on 
a cloudy day. The F.B.I. posed an 
agent stn a roof in bright sunlight. hot 
the photograph they sent to the Com-
mission had the head cut off. 

Dollar Police 	FR i.  
16. FALSE KNOLL THEORY 
Proposed: David LIfton. a U.C.L.A. 
engineering graduate student and co-
author of the three-adadins article in 
Ranger..t which introduced Riddles 
analyst. See Na. IL) 
Thesis; On the day of the ustiliiria-
tton, three types of camouflage were 
employed by conspirators positioned 
beneath, or. and above the grassy 
knoll. Lifson reached this hypothesis 
after minute study of photographs of 
the area daring and after the assassi-
nation_ It answers the question why. de. 
spite the fact that eyewitness reports 
and the Head blovemcnt Theory indi-
cate shots came from the grassy knoll, 
nothing al all was found there immedi-
ately after...rd. 

Underground camouflage, Litton 
sugeests that prior In the assassination. 
the army knoll was excavated Irons 
beneath and a system of tunnels and 
bunkers was truth into it. Peepholes 
covered by grass-mesb camouflage 
were placed on the sloping surface of 
the knoll.. Liftun claims to detect each 
meshing in greatly-enlarged photos of 
the knoIL Subterranean nooks would 
explain the statement of witnese Ono 
land Slack: "I have heard this same 
sort of sound when a shot has come 
from within a cave...." Litton goes 
further to suggest that the puff of 
smoke seen by some people on the 
grassy knoll may have been the ex,  
hosts from a gas engine Incorporated 
within the camouflage mechanization. 

16. TWO-MEW- IN 0 
THEORY 

sot 	eSslUifiL Kan 




